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INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

 

This report has been prepared during 2019 and issued on 10 September 2019 by Andre Harms and Cornelia 

Oberholzer of Ecolution Consulting (www.ecolution.co.za), a green building and sustainability consulting firm. 

Ecolution Consulting provides a wide range of consulting and advisory services to various sectors and 

organisations. Ecolution can be contacted at hello@ecolution.co.za.  

This report is an integral part of and is to be read in conjunction with the report titled “SOUTH AFRICA 

SCOPING STUDY: Assessing the Potential for Green Bonds Financing Green Buildings” prepared by 

Consulting for Sustainable Solutions.   

http://www.ecolution.co.za/
mailto:hello@ecolution.co.za
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The accompanying “South Africa Scoping Study: Assessing the Potential for Green Bonds Financing Green 

Buildings” report covers a general introduction to the project, context and terms of reference before outlining 

the outcomes of Workstream 1 - market study including marketing materials. Findings include: 

• that green buildings constitute a major use of proceeds from the growing global green bond market; 

• that in South Africa the market is promising with high investor demand for Environmental Social 

Governance (ESG) factors; 

• that certification using CBI’s Carbon Bond Standard is highly respected and underpinning the local 

uptake of green bonds; and 

• that several barriers need the attention of multiple stakeholders.  

The goal of this Technical Report is to achieve alignment between SA Green Building and energy efficiency 

standards with the CBI’s Low Carbon Building Criteria and to establishing a methodology for certifying 

buildings under these criteria in South Africa.  

The three pathways to CBI compliance for commercial buildings are (1) Low Carbon Trajectory, (2) Significant 

Upgrade and (3) Commercial Proxies as summarised by Figure 1 below. 

 

Figure 1 - CBI Commercial Building Criteria; source: (CBI), accessed 2019.04 

 

The two pathways to CBI compliance for residential buildings are (1) Residential Proxies and (2) Significant 

Upgrade as summarised by Figure 2 below. 
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Figure 2 - CBI Residential Buildings Criteria; source (CBI, 2019), accessed 2019.04 

 

The following key findings and available certification options have been developed and uncovered: 

• Office and Supermarkets must follow CBI’s Low Carbon Trajectory in identified major centres or 

Significant Upgrade pathways, unless a Net Zero Carbon approved eligibility standard is used. This is 

due to the ability of the CBI to create local market carbon emission baselines for these sectors in the 

major cities (refer to Figure 5 for a map of these centres) in South Africa.  

• A green building rating or certification can be used to fast track CBI certification if it constitutes 

a proxy or approved eligibility standard. Further, minimum scores on specific green building ratings 

systems can provisionally indicate eligibility, although standard CBS compliance requirements apply. 

• Other commercial segments and all commercial segments in non-identified centres can either 

follow the Significant Upgrade pathway or use an existing proxy/ approved eligibility standard for 

New Builds, such as EDGE, LEED or Net Zero.  

• GBCSA Net Zero / Net Positive Carbon has been submitted to the CBI for consideration as an approved 

“Net Zero Energy” compliance path for all applicable segments. The CBI’s Technical Working Group 

endorsed these Net Zero eligibility standard on 4 September 2019.  

• For all typologies certifiable with GBCSA Existing Building Performance tool, the alignment between 

the tools’ requirements and the CBI’s Low Carbon Trajectory or Significant Upgrade pathways 

requirements have been assessed. Based on this, guidance has been developed to assist in identifying 

certified projects that would likely meet the CBI certification requirements. 

• New built or refurbished residential can utilise a newly requested and subsequently CBI approved 

proxy, which is based on showing compliance with and the improvement of the national building 

regulation - SANS 10400-XA. Additionally, projects can utilise the existing proxies (EDGE and LEED). 

• Existing residential can either follow the Significant Upgrade pathway or use an existing proxy/ 

approved eligibility standard, such as EDGE or Net Zero. Alignment between the EBP tool and TUHF 

retrofit tool and Significant Upgrade pathway requirements has been assessed, identifying projects or 

required rating achievements that would likely meet the CBI certification requirements. 

• EDGE for Existing Buildings certification, for building typologies available under the tool, as a proxy 

for CBI compliance is approved for all relevant typologies. 

 

The impact of the technical workstream has resulted in the following (Table 1) South African Building stock 

being eligible for CBI certifications to date. Note: A ‘Registered’ building has yet to attain the required level 

of sustainability and achieve the rating before it is ‘Certified’. 
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Table 1: SA building stock eligible for CBI approval. 

Segment Rating tool & required rating Registered Certified 
5approx. 

GFA 

Commercial 

New/existing 
Net Zero Carbon, Pathways 1&2 only 

2 4 25 337 m
2
 

Commercial New LEED Gold/Platinum + 30% ASHRAE 90.1 Indeterminate 4 44 000 m
2
 

Commercial New & 

Existing 
EDGE certification 

2 0 26 700 m
2
 

Commercial Existing EWP >= 8 energy Indeterminate 8 81 743 m
2
 

Commercial Existing 

EBP >= 16 points under ENE-1 credit 

(using Compliance Path 1) 

Indeterminate 

41 322 708 m
2
 

Commercial Existing 

EBP >= 11 points under ENE-1 credit 

(using Compliance Path 3) 

Indeterminate 

0 0 m
2
 

Residential New Net Zero Carbon, Pathways 1&2 only 0 1  

Residential New / 

Refurb 
Residential: SANS 10400-XA 

± 50,000 per 

annum 

± 230,042 – 296,434 

(~6.4% of market) 
 

Residential Existing TUHF 3 0  

Residential New & 

Existing 
EDGE 

3,542 8,683  

 

The approved residential proxy, energy efficiency building regulation SANS10400 XA, will create fast-track 

access for all housing compliant with this regulation (i.e. compliant stock delivered since May 2012 plus major 

refurbishments in addition to future compliant stock until end 2026). This currently constitutes approximately 

6.4% of the total SA stock and could grow up to no more than 15%. Automatic eligibility for CBI certification 

(without operational data reporting and verification) applies as follows:  

• Owners of GBCSA Green Star Multi Unit Residential (MUR) certified developments (in addition to 

GBCSA rated EDGE for Homes developments); 

• Owners of TUHF Green Tool (New Build) developments; 

• Retail property mortgage holders including banks and SA Home Loans (Thekwini securitisations); 

• Commercial property mortgage holders including banks and TUHF. 

  

Predicting outlook based on very new rating systems is impossible but building design trends, regulation 

development, government support, market demands, and consumer expectations seem to indicate that 

uptake in potentially CBI compliant buildings is growing. This is especially likely for high 

performing/refurbished existing (potentially EWP or EBP certified) properties and less so ultra-ambitious 

commercial properties aiming to differentiate themselves with a Net Zero certification. 
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ACRONYMS 

BD&C     Building Design and Construction 

CBI     Climate Bond Initiative 

EBP     Existing Building Performance 

EDGE     Excellence in Design for Greater Efficiencies 

ENE-1     Energy Credit 1 - Energy Consumption (GHGE); of the GSSA EBP tool 

EPCs     Energy Performance Certificates 

EPC / WPC    Energy / Water Performance Certificate 

ESG     Environmental, Social and Governance 

EWP     Energy and Water Performance 

GBCI     Green Business Certification Inc 

GBCSA     Green Building Council of South Africa 

GFA     Gross Floor Area 

GHGE     Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

GS     Green Star 

IFC     International Finance Corporation 

LEED     Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 

MUR     Multi-Unit Residential 

NP     GBCSA Net Positive 

NZ     GBCSA Net Zero 

O&M     Operations and Maintenance 

PEB     Public and Education Buildings 

PV     Photovoltaic 

RSA     Republic of South Africa 

SA     South Africa or South African 

SANS     South African National Standard 

TUHF     Trust for Urban Housing Finance  
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1. APPROACH AND OVERVIEW 

The conceptual approach to the technical work stream focused on identifying and contextualising each of 

the available routes to CBI certification and South African green building rating systems. Thereafter the 

approach was to identify potential further pathways, apply for suitable proxies and show alignment between 

pathways and available rating systems where formal proxy approval was not possible. 

• Routes to CBI certification – Different options to CBI certification exist based on the building type, 

the availability of market baselines and the availability of local or international proxies. These, and 

their applicability to the South African context are summarised and discussed in detail in this report. 

• Overview of South African rating systems – Each significant Green Building rating system available 

in South Africa is briefly described and certification costs of some are compared. 

• Aligning South African rating systems with CBI requirements – CBI pathways that are available 

per market segment and the current options available for CBI certification in South Africa are 

summarised. Then the actions that must be taken to improve South African alignment are presented, 

including the provision of additional compliance routes or the support of submission to existing ones.  

• Aligning African rating systems with the CBI requirements – Based on the research conducted for 

South African market alignment, a summary is presented of the options available in other African 

markets.  
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2. ROUTES TO CBI CERTIFICATION 

This section provides descriptions of the different routes to compliance for property portfolios split into 

commercial (which includes office, retail, industrial, etc. typologies) and residential properties, including: 

• When each path is applicable  

• What is required to meet CBI requirements 

• Applicability to SA rated properties 

 

2.1.  COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS 

Commercial properties can be certified under the Low Carbon Building Criteria, by following one of three 

pathways, namely the (1.) Low Carbon Trajectory, (2.) Significant Upgrade or (3.) Proxy methodology.  

Figure 3 – CBI Commercial Building Criteria; source: (CBI), accessed 2019.04 

 

 

The following flow diagram highlights the pathways for CBI compliance available in the South African commercial typology 

market: 
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Figure 4: Commercial CBI compliance paths (own diagram) 

 

2.1.1. PATH 1 – LOW CARBON TRAJECTORY 

The Low Carbon Trajectory or Significant Upgrade pathways must be followed for all eligible offices 

and supermarkets in South Africa, with new or existing proxies not an option for these segments.  

Pathway 1 (Low Carbon Trajectory) is the CBI’s preferred pathway and is utilised where a low carbon trajectory 

has been or can be established. The CBI is able to calculate baselines for offices and supermarkets in South 

Africa for most major cities. Refer to Figure 5 below for a map of which cities’ baselines can be calculated. 

Given this, the CBI is not open to approving new proxies for those two markets (Pathway 3), as the CBI favours 

the emissions target method over the proxy method for certifying Non-Residential Building. As per the 

GBCSA’s certified project tracking sheet, office certifications are the dominant certification type pursued. 

While this precludes only two typologies (offices and supermarkets) from possible proxy approval, it does 

greatly reduce the uptake opportunity for certifying projects that also seek CBI approval.  

The definition of supermarket segment as used by CBI and thus throughout this report is as follows: 

Akin to normal retail, i.e. larger than a grocery store but smaller than a hyper market or big box retailer. It 

does not include shopping centres, department stores, general retailers, etc. 
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Baselines are calculated for base building energy loads and typically comprise the energy consumed by 

landlord-owned plant and equipment that are required to service the building and are not controlled by 

the building’s tenants. Such energy end uses include: 

• Heating, ventilation and air conditioning 

• Lifts and escalators 

• Car park lights and ventilation 

• Common area light and power 

• Exterior lighting and signage 

 

Figure 5 – South African cities where baselines can be produced by CBI. Colours indicate confidence in data, but all 
baselines will be released. (Source: CBI consultant, Flux Consultants).  

 

 

Certification methodology summary extract (CBI): 

[Paraphrased and/or directly quoted from: CBI, Commercial Property Climate Bonds, Certification 

methodology, Low Carbon Buildings Technical Working Group, Version 1.0] 

• Buildings must achieve a minimum performance target to be eligible for Climate Bonds Certification. 

This minimum performance target is determined by deriving a straight-line target from the current 

threshold (set at the emissions performance of the top 15% of the local market by the CBI) through 

application of a linear trajectory towards zero carbon in 2050. 
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o The performance target is set at the date of issuance of the bond and the asset is required to 

achieve and maintain this fixed target year-on-year until the bond is redeemed. This target is 

set by calculating the intersection between the performance trajectory (in blue below) and the 

midpoint of the bond’s term (in black below). The example below also illustrates how the fixed 

targets are more stringent with increasing bond terms. 

 

Figure 6 – Example showing performance targets, with trajectory starting at top 15% of buildings in the market 
and ending at zero source: (CBI), accessed 2019.04 

 

 

• The carbon performance measurement of a building must only include items that are within the 

building owner’s control (also known as base building energy loads) and be limited to scope 1 and 2 

emissions. For instance, energy utilised for central services provided to serve tenant process loads 

should not be included in the measurement. 

• Ongoing monitoring should be undertaken with self-reporting according to a ‘well-established 

methodology’, supported by an independent auditor’s sign off. For commercial buildings, data 

requirements include the following (according to CBI’s email confirmation): 

o meter readings from the utilities company are sufficient/acceptable 

o While base building data is used for the benchmarks, if a building was to submit whole building 

data only and was able to qualify against the target established for base building loads, this is 

acceptable as performance is substantially better than the requirement. It is noted that base 

building data is referenced the CBI document ‘Low Carbon Buildings Criteria Background 

Paper.pdf’, whole building data (the only thing often measured) is thus acceptable as it 

encompasses more loads than base building data 

o ‘reasonable amounts’ of estimated readings are acceptable 

o for recently occupied buildings, all available data should suffice 

o for existing buildings 12 to 24 months data is sufficient, but more than 24 months of data is 

unlikely to be required 
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o the data quality and processing methodology is subject to relatively subjective independent 

auditor/verifier sign-off approving the robustness of metering approach, genuineness of data 

and carbon equivalency calculations 

• Properties can be aggregated through pooling of assets into a larger combined asset. An area 

weighted aggregation methodology, known as the Full Aggregation method, will be applied to a 

portfolio of multiple property assets to establish the aggregated baseline and actual carbon 

performance of the portfolio. This differs from the Simple Aggregation method that is applied to 

Residential Property whereby each asset included in the pool must be compliant in its own right. 

o This is applicable to all commercial property portfolio owners such as REITs or government 

entities.  

2.1.2. PATH 2 – SIGNIFICANT UPGRADE – COMMERCIAL 

The Significant Upgrade pathway can be applied to any building (commercial or residential) that does 

not meet the requirements of Path 1 but that meets the carbon reduction targets of Path 2. This Path 

does not require a market baseline, only a baseline for the building. This may make it easier for SA 

issuers, depending on readiness for the prescribed data collection burden.  

If an issuer can demonstrate that the asset or portfolio of assets achieves a significant improvement on 

emissions intensity performance as a result of a building upgrade, it can achieve Climate Bonds Certification. 

The CO2 emissions reduction target is determined by the term of the bond. For a 5-year bond, the CO2 

emissions reduction target is 30%, while the target rises to 50% for a 30-year bond. There are linear 

interpolated options for bond terms ranging between these.  

Upgrades (or retrofits or refurbishments) are covered by the Green Star New Build rating and to an extent 

EBP (Existing Building Performance) rewards improved efficiency. Proxies are not allowed for this Path and as 

such these ratings are not compatible with this Path. 

 

Figure 7 – CO2 emissions targets for different bond terms from 5 years to 30 years (CBI, 2019)
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Certification methodology summary extract (CBI): 

[Paraphrased and/or directly quoted from: CBI, Commercial Property Climate Bonds, Certification 

methodology, Low Carbon Buildings Technical Working Group, Version 1.0] 

• Climate Bonds Certification under the Property Upgrades methodology is available for any project 

that seeks energy performance improvement through the application of energy efficiency measures 

and technologies that relate to the built environment. 

• Carbon reduction targets relative to a building’s business-as-usual baseline vary by bond term, 

increasing with longer bond terms. The targets can be derived using a linear equation based on a 50% 

target for a 30-year bond and a 30% target for a 5-year bond. 

• Property upgrade contracts specifying a percentage carbon abatement (relative to a business-as-usual 

baseline) that meets the minimum carbon reduction target (e.g. 50% for a 30-year bond) will qualify 

for Climate Bonds Certification. 

• There are annual reporting requirements for commercial property assets, in accordance with the terms 

of the performance contract or upgrade agreement of the relevant scheme. This is aligned with the 

Low Carbon Buildings Criteria for Commercial Property, requiring ongoing reporting and verification. 

• There are no ongoing reporting and verification requirements for residential property assets. This is 

aligned with the Low Carbon Buildings Criteria for Residential Property. 

• Property assets that individually meet the minimum carbon reduction targets may be aggregated into 

a larger combined asset. 

 

2.1.3. PATH 3 – COMMERCIAL PROXIES 

The establishment of new operational rating proxies are a possibility for commercial buildings not 

restricted to Pathway 1 (office and supermarket in centres highlighted in Figure 5). The relatively small 

universe of non-office certifications (see Table 3) that have been achieved in the South African market 

does however limit any conclusions from being drawn regarding potential CBI eligibility and coverage 

across the remaining tools is thus likely low.  

As an interim solution, in markets where data challenges have meant that zero carbon trajectories cannot yet 

be established, the CBI adopts green building codes or schemes as proxies to demonstrate the necessary 

level of performance of the building’s assets in question. As per the hierarchy below, preference is given to 

operational performance rating proxies, with design performance rating proxies being less favoured. This is 

due to CBI’s observation that in many cases, good performance against a design-focused code, rating system 

or scheme does not correlate with high performance outcomes in terms of emissions intensity.  

CBI’s hierarchy for determining eligibility with its Low Carbon Building emissions performance criteria is as 

follows, in descending order of preference:  

1. 2050 Zero Carbon Trajectory established from a local market baseline  

2. 2050 Zero Carbon Trajectory established from estimated/extrapolated baseline  

3. Unable to baseline market: operational performance rating proxy  

4. Unable to baseline market: design performance rating proxy  
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Internationally approved proxies have taken the form of EPCs (Energy Performance Certificates) or green 

building certifications, such as LEED or EDGE. Note however that these approved proxies may only be used 

for New Builds in segments for which a CBI baseline has not been established. This equates to Office or 

Supermarket segments not in cities illustrated in Figure 5 or segments other than Office or Supermarkets.  

As proxies are meant to serve as an interim solution until emissions intensity data becomes available, a limit 

is placed on the term of bonds certified against this option. The bond maturity is capped at 6 years. The 

CBI has indicated that there are individual exceptions to this where rating systems have a dynamic component 

which shows the emissions performance requirements increase in stringency over time OR where current 

emissions performance meets the requirements of CBI’s decarbonisation trajectory.  

Table 2: Limitation of bond terms for commercial proxies 

 

 

 

It must be noted that: 

1. Annual (post issuance) reporting is a requirement of the Climate Bond Standard. The standard requires 

that the Issuer shall use qualitative performance indicators and, where feasible, quantitative 

performance measures of the impact of the Nominated Projects & Assets. This applies to all pathways 

and as such to commercial proxies also. 

2. The low carbon buildings criteria provide the performance measures that are to be met in order qualify 

building projects and assets for certification under the Standard. 

3. Utilising any commercial proxy or approved eligibility standard (Existing ones such as LEED and EDGE 

or new such as Net Zero / Net Positive) does not negate the need to report the impact annually in 

accordance with the Standard. 

4. Utilising approved commercial proxies only simplifies the pre-issuance reporting requirements. 

 

Routes to approval of a proxy (CBI, 2016): 

In order to qualify as a CBI proxy for low carbon buildings, a green building rating system must satisfy the 

requirements of one of two approaches:  

A. Benchmarking against local market emissions performance or  

B. Benchmarking against proportion of total ratings/labels awarded.  

Approach A: 

• Rated buildings must currently rank within the top 15% of the benchmark emissions performance 

distribution; and  

• Emissions performance must progressively improve over time, consistent with a decarbonisation 

trajectory starting from emissions performance at the 85th percentile today, progressing to zero 

carbon in 2050.  

The bond maturity is capped at 6 

years for commercial proxies. 
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Data used to establish the emissions performance of the top 15% most energy-efficient buildings must satisfy 

the following requirements:  

• Reliable source  

• Sufficient sample of buildings, representative of the market  

• Building emissions performance that reflect emissions for the full fuel cycle (scope 1, 2, and 3).  

o “Scope 3 – indirect emissions sources associated with the sourcing, transmission and 

distribution of energy to the building. Other scope 3 emissions from transport, waste, and 

water are not currently incorporated.” 

• Building emissions performance reflecting operational performance (not modelled performance)  

• Building emissions performance expressed on an annual basis in kgCO2 terms.  

Approach B: 

Approach B is to be used where data is less readily available. The logic is similar: there must be evidence to 

demonstrate that proposed eligible ratings or labels are in the top 15% of all ratings or labels awarded under 

the scheme (primarily rating buildings on energy efficiency/emissions). The rating or labelling scheme should 

have the following characteristics:  

• An underlying register or database of verified energy/emissions performance data that enables 

analysis  

• An underlying register or database of a sufficient size that supports statistically significant conclusions  

• Sufficient market coverage to be representative with an adequate spread of performance levels.  

Proxies established using this option are reviewed every 2 years to ensure validity (i.e. consistency with 

prescribed decarbonisation trajectory). 
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2.2. RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS 

A proxy is approved for the South Africa new build and refurbishment residential market based on the 

South African National Building Regulations, with the methodology discussed in detail in the section 

titled “Residential – New build and refurbishments”. 

There are two Paths for approval of CBI requirements for residential buildings, these are (1) the Residential 

Proxy Path (building codes and energy ratings/labels) or (2) the Significant Upgrades Path (for existing 

buildings only). Refer to Figure 8 and Figure 9 below in addition to the following two sections (0 and 2.2.2) 

for more detail. 

 

Figure 8 - CBI Residential Buildings Criteria; source (CBI, 2019), accessed 2019.04 

 

 

The following flow diagram highlights the pathways for CBI compliance available in the South African residential typology 

market: 

Figure 9: Residential CBI compliance paths (own chart)  
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2.2.1. PATH 1 – RESIDENTIAL PROXY 

Residential buildings are approved through compliance to CBI approved proxies, which are based on building 

codes (such as the California Building Standards Code Title 24), energy labelling schemes (such as Energy 

Performance Certificates) or rating tools (such as EDGE). These methods are based on the same premise of 

positioning a property asset in the top 15% of its local market in terms of carbon performance. To obtain CBI 

certification, New Build and refurbished residential properties can utilise only proxies while existing residential 

properties would be able to also pursue the Upgrade path and the Net Zero approved eligibility standard 

Path. 

Climate Bonds Certification for residential buildings will not be available for markets where building codes, 

energy labelling schemes and rating tools are not considered stringent enough by the Climate Bonds 

Standards Board.  

• For new and refurbished properties, where compliance with energy efficiency building regulation is 

required for municipal development or construction approval, this approval may be used to 

demonstrate eligibility for Climate Bonds Certification.  

o The route approved by CBI during June 2019 for the South Africa new build residential 

market is that of showing compliance to - and the improvement of - the minimum 

energy efficiency prescriptions contained in the national building regulations, namely 

SANS10400-XA which came into effect in 2012. Due to the noted occasional non-

compliance of the regulations’ water heating requirements, further evidence or rating system 

compliance has been recommended by CBI but is not mandatory.  

o Once the standard is updated, the proxy would also have to be updated in a similar 

fashion to the original application. 

• For existing properties delivered outside the requirements of approved building codes, approved 

energy labelling schemes or rating tools will need to be relied upon, unless the “Significant Upgrade” 

Path or approved Net Zero eligibility standard is pursued.  

o Energy Performance Certificates (EPC) are not yet a requirement for the South African existing 

residential market and are not currently in planning.  

o A rating tool would need to demonstrate that the proposed eligible rating or label 

distinguishes buildings in the top 15% of all ratings or labels awarded under the scheme and 

have good market coverage. It is noted that a dataset skewed towards the top-end or bottom-

end of the market may not be used. Given the small existing coverage of the MUR tool and 

TUHF tools, it is likely that neither would be able to meet these requirements.  

Properties compliant with an approved proxy can be aggregated through pooling of assets into a larger 

combined asset. Each asset included in the pool must be compliant in its own right. 

2.2.2. PATH 2 – SIGNIFICANT UPGRADE – RESIDENTIAL 

The Significant Upgrade pathway can be applied to any building (commercial or residential) that does 

not meet the requirements of Path 1 but that meets the carbon reduction targets of Path 2. This Path 

does not require a market baseline, only a baseline for the building. This may make it easier for SA 

issuers, depending on readiness for the prescribed data collection burden.  
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If an issuer can demonstrate that the asset or portfolio of assets achieves a significant improvement on 

emissions intensity performance as a result of building upgrades, it can achieve Climate Bonds Certification. 

The CO2 emissions reduction target is determined by the term of the bond. For a 5-year bond, the CO2 

emissions reduction target is 30%, while the target rises to 50% for a 30-year bond. There are linear 

interpolated options for bond terms ranging between these.  

Upgrades (or retrofits or refurbishments) are covered by the Green Star New Build ratings, TUHF, EDGE for 

homes and to an extent EBP (Existing Building Performance) rewards improved efficiency. Proxies are not 

allowed for this Path and as such these ratings are not compatible with this Path.  

 

Figure 10 - CO2 emissions targets for different bond terms from 5 years to 30 years (CBI, 2019) 

 

 

Certification methodology summary extract (CBI): 

[Paraphrased and/or directly quoted from: CBI, Commercial Property Climate Bonds, Certification 

methodology, Low Carbon Buildings Technical Working Group, Version 1.0] 

• Climate Bonds Certification under the Property Upgrades methodology is available for any project 

that seeks energy performance improvement through the application of energy efficiency measures 

and technologies that relate to the built environment. 

• Carbon reduction targets relative to a building’s business-as-usual baseline vary by bond term, 

increasing with longer bond terms. The targets can be derived using a linear equation based on a 50% 

target for a 30-year bond and a 30% target for a 5-year bond. 

• Property upgrade contracts specifying a percentage carbon abatement (relative to a business-as-usual 

baseline) that meets the minimum carbon reduction target (e.g. 50% for a 30-year bond) will qualify 

for Climate Bonds Certification. 

• There are annual reporting requirements for commercial property assets, in accordance with the terms 

of the performance contract or upgrade agreement of the relevant scheme. This is aligned with the 

Low Carbon Buildings Criteria for Commercial Property, requiring ongoing reporting and verification. 
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• There are no ongoing reporting and verification requirements for residential property assets. This is 

aligned with the Low Carbon Buildings Criteria for Residential Property. 

• Property assets that individually meet the minimum carbon reduction targets may be aggregated into 

a larger combined asset. 
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3. OVERVIEW OF SA RATING SYSTEMS 

Below follows (Table 3) a brief description of each significant Green Building rating system available in South Africa through the following rating agencies: 

• The Green Building Council of South Africa certifies Green Star SA suite of ratings, Net Zero and EDGE residential in SA 

• Green Building Certification Institute certifies LEED globally and EDGE globally (except residential in SA) 

• SGS-Thinkstep certifies EDGE globally (except residential in SA) 

• TUHF certifies their internal TUHF green tool 

Table 3: Overview of rating systems commonly available in SA 

a.  
Rating system Certifying 

agency 

Description  Tool Release 

date 

No. builds/ 

No. certs* 

Trends 

observed 

Coverage of property 

market segments 

Rating requirements 
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p
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n
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Green Star 
Office V1 & 
V1.1 

GBCSA Assess, enhance and 
recognise high rises and 
office developments  

2008 Nov (V1) 
& 2014  Dec 
(V1.1) 

136 / 178 Most commonly 
used New Build 
rating tool 

- Office buildings - A building with distinct street address and entry 
- A freestanding building OR fully autonomous building 
inconsequentially laterally adjacent to an existing building(s) 
- At least 80% of the GFA, measured to exclude internal car 
park(s) must be classified as commercial office space 
- The building must demonstrate energy performance equal to 
or better than a notional building constructed to the “deemed 
to comply” fabric and building services clauses of SANS 204 
Energy Efficiency in Buildings 2008 version  
- The building must be a refurbishment or not be on land of 
high ecological value 

Green Star 
Multi Unit 
Residential 
(MUR) (PILOT & 
V1) 

GBCSA Assess, enhance and 
recognise residential 
developments for 
apartment blocks to 
estates from a minimum 
of 3 units 

2011 (V1) 4 / 4 High end 
property 
market, low 
uptake  

- Apartment blocks 
- Blocks of flats 
- Townhouses 
- detached or semi-
detached single access 
housing developments 
consisting of 3 or more 
dwellings 
- self-catering student 
accommodation 
- Multi-family dwellings  

- Functionally autonomous buildings, building extensions or 
multiple building developments 
- Minimum of 3 dwelling units  
- Must have common property, shared services and 
infrastructure among dwellings 
- Must have a governance scheme  
- The building must demonstrate energy performance equal to 
or better than a notional building constructed to the “deemed 
to comply” fabric and building services clauses of SANS 204 
Energy Efficiency in Buildings 2008 version  
- The building must be a refurbishment or not be on land of 
high ecological value 

Green Star 
Public and 
Education 

GBCSA Assess, enhance and 
recognise buildings such 

2013 Mar (V1) 7 / 9 Often used as 
the base tool 
for various 

- A1 Entertainment and 
Public Assembly 

- Functionally autonomous buildings or building extensions or 
multiple building developments 
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a.  
Rating system Certifying 

agency 

Description  Tool Release 

date 

No. builds/ 

No. certs* 

Trends 

observed 

Coverage of property 

market segments 

Rating requirements 

Building (PEB) 
(PILOT & V1) 

as government buildings, 
schools or museums 

customisations 
due to it being 
applicable to a 
broader range 
of building 
types 

- A2 Theatrical and 
indoor sport 
- A3 Places of 
instruction 
- A4 Worship 
- C1 Exhibition 
- C2 Museum 

- The building must demonstrate energy performance equal to 
or better than a notional building constructed to the “deemed 
to comply” fabric and building services clauses of SANS 204 
Energy Efficiency in Buildings 2008 version  
- The building must be a refurbishment or not be on land of 
high ecological value 

Green Star 
Retail Centre V1 

GBCSA Assess, enhance and 
recognise retail buildings 
from single outlets to 
multi shop complexes 

2010 Apr (V1) 5 / 5 Low uptake. 
Mixed use 
custom tool 
often preferred 
to retail tool 

- F1, F2 or F3 Retail - Functionally autonomous buildings or building extensions or 
multiple building developments 
- At least 80% of the GFA classified as Retail space including 
Primary Common Area dedicated to the Retail space  
- Retail centres are to include more than one retail tenant, 
common mall area(s) and shared building infrastructure 
among tenancies 
- The building must demonstrate energy performance equal to 
or better than a notional building constructed to the “deemed 
to comply” fabric and building services clauses of SANS 204 
Energy Efficiency in Buildings 2008 version  
- The building must be a refurbishment or not be on land of 
high ecological value 

Ex
is

ti
n

g 
B

u
ild

in
gs

 

Green Star EBP 
(PILOT & V1) 

GBCSA The Existing Building 
Performance Tool 
assesses the 
environmental 
performance and 
operations of any type of 
existing building in 
operation.  
Unlike the new building 
tools this is an as built 
tool only. 
The rating is valid for a 
period of 3 years in order 
to ensure the building is 
continually well operated 
and maintained. 

2014 Dec (V1) 154 / 165 Fastest growing 
rating tool, 1 to 
6 Stars available 
(with 1 and 2 
Stars not 
indicating any 
significant 
‘greening’) 

- G1 Offices 
- F1 Large shop 
- A1 Entertainment 
- A4 Worship 
- C1 Exhibition Hall 
- C2 Libraries 
- C2 Museum 
- A3 Places of 
instruction 
- H3 Housing 
- J2 Moderate Risk 
Storage 
- D3 Low-risk industrial 
- Laboratories 
- E2 Hospital 
- A2 Theatrical & Indoor 
Sport 

- Occupied at least 70% occupancy throughout performance 
period 
- Be an existing building in its entirety 
- Operational for minimum 12 months after final completion 
- Building’s performance period is to be 12 consecutive 
months 
- Energy & Water performance periods must end within 90 
days of the end of the building’s 12 month performance 
period 
- Certification is valid for 3 years from the end of the certified 
performance period. Thereafter re-certification will need to be 
undertaken 
- Re-certification can take place at any time within the 3 year 
period, but the project’s rating will lapse if not recertified 
within 3 years 

EWP-Energy 
Water 
Performance 

GBCSA The Energy Water 
Performance Tool is an 
operational performance 

2012 Sep 
(Pilot) & 2015 
Oct (V1) 

67 / 68 Rating from 1 to 
10 available 
(with ratings 1 

Existing Office buildings 
only 

- Commercial Office building 
- Existing building 
- Full year of operation at minimum occupancy of 75%  
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a.  
Rating system Certifying 

agency 

Description  Tool Release 

date 

No. builds/ 

No. certs* 

Trends 

observed 

Coverage of property 

market segments 

Rating requirements 

Tool (PILOT & 
V1) 

measurement tool which 
rates the performance of 
a whole office building, 
by comparing the energy 
and water usage figures 
against a national 
“average” benchmark 

to 5 not 
indicating a 
meaningful 
improvement 
over the 
benchmark, if 
any at all) 

 
Net Zero (PILOT 
& V1) 

GBCSA A Net Zero building will 
implement efficiency 
measures and 
interventions first and 
then offset the remaining 
demand  
through either on-site 
solutions, off-site 
solutions, or offsets, such 
as carbon credits and 
similar initiatives. 

2017 Aug 
(Pilot) & 2019 
Mar (V1) 

13 / 16 Interest from 
industry, due 
to: showcasing 
environmental 
leadership, 
aligns with 
global carbon 
reduction goals, 
and direct 
support by 
World Green 
Building Council 

Typical GBCSA rating 
tool options/types, New 
Build or Existing 
Building 

- New Build or Major Refurbishment projects at Design or As 
Built stage can pursue and achieve a modelled certification 
- Existing buildings/tenants/precincts in operation can only 
pursue and achieve measured certification 

 
EDGE IFC 

through 
GBCSA, 
CBI and 
SGS-
Thinkstep 

EDGE (Excellence in 
Design for Greater 
Efficiencies) is a tool 
developed by the IFC, 
aimed at increasing 
energy, water and 
materials efficiency in all 
sectors, although initially 
only in the residential 
sector for South Africa.  

2011 
methodology 
launch; 
residential in 
2015 in RSA, 
rest of the 
sectors since 
2018 

> 8,683 
residential 
units 
certified ** 

Significant 
growth in 
uptake in short 
period. Global 
players. Lower 
cost and 
simpler 
implementation 
and 
documentation 

Applicable to new 
construction, existing 
buildings and major 
retrofits (certifier 
dependant). 
- Residential 
- Education 
- Hospitals 
- Light industry 
- Offices 
- Retail 
- Warehouses 

A project that reaches the EDGE standard of 20 percent less 
energy use, 20 percent less water use, and 20 percent less 
embodied energy in materials compared to a base case 
building can be independently certified. 

 
LEED BD&C (V2, 
2009, V4 & 
V4.1) 

USGBC 
through 
GBCI 

Applies to buildings that 
are being newly 
constructed or going 
through a major 
renovation: 

2000 (V2), 
2009 (v2009), 
2013 (V4), 
2019 (V4.1) 

12 / 12**  New Construction 
(incl. Core & Shell): 
- Schools 
- Retail 
- Healthcare 
- Data Centres 
- Hospitality 
- Warehouses and  
   Distribution Centres 

- Must be in a permanent location on existing land 
- Must use reasonable LEED boundaries 
- Must include a minimum of 93 m2 of GFA 
- Must meet all rating tool prerequisites  
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a.  
Rating system Certifying 

agency 

Description  Tool Release 

date 

No. builds/ 

No. certs* 

Trends 

observed 

Coverage of property 

market segments 

Rating requirements 

 
LEED O&M (V2, 
2009, V4 & 
V4.1) 

USGBC 
through 
GBCI 

Applies to existing 
buildings that are 
undergoing improvement 
work or little to no 
construction 

2000 (V2), 
2009 (v2009), 
2013 (V4), 
2019 (V4.1) 

4 / 4**  Existing buildings: 
- Schools 
- Retail 
- Data Centres 
- Hospitality 
- Warehouse and  
   Distribution Centres 

- Must be in a permanent location on existing land 
- Must use reasonable LEED boundaries 
- Must include a minimum of 93 m2 of GFA 
- Must meet all rating tool prerequisites 

 
TUHF green tool TUHF Internal tool to TUHF only 2017 3 approved 

so far, none 
have been 
fully 
completed 
yet 

Limited to TUHF 
funded projects 
only 

Inner City residential:  
- conversions 
- new builds  
- upgrades  
 

- Must meet specified minimum energy and water savings 
thresholds, either relative to historical baseline (upgrades) or 
SANS 10400 XA as market baseline (conversions and new 
builds) 

*   Some buildings are double counted if they (1) achieved separate design and as-built certifications for new buildings or (2) they have re-certified EBP for existing buildings 
** South African certified buildings only  
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In Table 4 a high level and estimated cost comparison is provided between Green Star SA and EDGE certified 

projects in new build and existing residential as well as office segments. 

Green Star SA is a holistic and comprehensive rating system addressing sustainability on most categories of 

a building. EDGE rating is significantly simpler and less rigorous and only addresses Energy, Water and 

Embodied Energy of Materials. This review of the rating systems can be corroborated by their relative 

certification costs. As can be seen from the cost breakdown in Table 4 and Figure 12 to Figure 14 below, there 

is a substantial difference in the approximate EDGE and Green Star certification cost. This stems mostly from 

the consultant fees (for EDGE: Expert plus Auditor vs Green Star: Accredited Professional) since the project 

consultation fee is directly linked to the effort required to implement the chosen green building interventions 

and to manage the requisite documentation burden. 

The findings in the high-level cost estimates might suggests EDGE is an obvious choice on new buildings 

except for the ‘big brand’ segment Office – and to a lesser degree Retail. However, while EDGE is less 

expensive compared to GSSA, it provides less meaning and value - less credibility, certifies less categories 

and interventions within the categories, is less rigorous and stringent, is not as well known for its green 

building interventions – both breadth and depth. 

Table 4: Estimated high level cost comparison between various Green Star SA and EDGE certified projects (2019 
fees); cost (in ZAR) per square meter 

Typology 
Approx. 
Size (m2) 

Non-member 
EDGE cert fee 

Consultant 
fee (approx.) 

EDGE 
Total 

Non-member 
GSSA cert fee 

Consultant 
fee (approx.) GSSA Total 

New Build 
Residential 

600  R       121.64   R        124.16   R 245.81   R          115.77   R         318.63   R    434.41  

5000  R         18.88   R          15.10   R   26.38   R            27.35   R           51.02   R      78.37  

10000  R         11.83   R            7.50   R   19.33   R            15.48   R           35.18   R      50.65  

15000  R          10.19   R            5.60   R   15.79   R            12.53   R           30.00   R      42.53  

New Build 
Commercial 

4000  R            4.17   R          13.42   R   17.59   R            32.30   R         110.44   R   142.74  

30000  R            3.34   R            6.14   R     9.47   R              7.33   R           20.00   R     27.33  

60000  R            2.72   R            4.29   R     7.00   R              4.17   R           13.33   R     17.50  

Existing 
Residential 

600  R       121.64   R       124.16   R 245.81   R          121.67   R         200.00   R   321.67  

5000  R          18.88   R         15.10   R  26.38   R            16.40   R           34.00   R     50.40  

10000  R          11.83   R           7.50   R  19.33   R              8.20   R           20.00   R     28.20  

15000  R          10.19   R           5.60   R  15.79   R              5.47   R           14.00   R     19.47  

Existing 
Commercial 

(office) 

4000  R            4.17   R         13.42   R  17.59   R            18.25   R           38.75   R     57.00  

30000  R            3.34   R           6.14   R    9.47   R              3.10   R             7.98   R     11.08  

60000  R            2.72   R           4.29   R    7.00   R              1.55   R             5.00   R       6.55  
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Figure 11 - Typical New residential: EDGE vs GSSA certification costs per m2 Figure 12 - Typical Existing residential: EDGE vs GSSA certification costs per m2 

Figure 13 - Typical Existing Commercial: EDGE vs GSSA certification costs per m2 Figure 14 - Typical New Commercial: EDGE vs GSSA certification costs per m2 
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4. ALIGNING SA RATING SYSTEMS WITH CBI REQUIREMENTS  

The matrix below indicates the CBI pathways that are available per market segment, and the current options 

available for CBI certification. Additionally, it summarises the actions taken to improve alignment and provide 

additional compliance routes or support submission to existing ones.  

Table 5: CBI pathways per market segment with current options for CBI certification. 

 CBI pathway Assessment of SA property 

sector readiness 

Actions to improve alignment 

Commercial: New  
• Path 3 - 

Proxies 
• Existing - EDGE & LEED 

(excluding Office and 
Supermarket) 

• Strong potential proxy 
– GBCSA Net Zero / 
Net Positive Carbon 

• Requested approval for 
GBCSA Net Zero & Net 
Positive Carbon proxy, 
received approval on 
2019.09.04 

Commercial: Existing 
• Path 1 – Low 

Carbon 
Trajectory 

• Existing – CBI baseline 
for Office and 
Supermarkets only, for 
selected centres 

• Lack of baselines for 
other segments and 
centres a barrier to 
using Path 1 

• Evaluated alignment 
between EWP tool (office) 
and required CBI baseline 

 
• Path 2 – 

Significant 
Upgrade 

• Existing - Significant 
Upgrade for all 
segments 

• Evaluated alignment 
between EBP (non-office) 
and “Path 2 – Significant 
Upgrade” 

 
• Path 3 - 

Proxies 
• New proxy/ approved 

eligibility standard – 
GBCSA Net Zero / Net 
Positive Carbon 

• Requested approval for 
GBCSA Net Zero & Net 
Positive Carbon proxy 
obtained 

• Evaluated potential future 
CBI proxy eligibility for non-
office markets 

• Facilitated the EDGE for 
Existing Building proxy –
acceptance received on 
2019.09.04 

Residential: New 
• Residential 

proxy 
• Existing - EDGE & LEED 

• Strong potential proxy 
– GBCSA Net Zero / 
Net Positive Carbon 

• Approval for GBCSA Net 
Zero & Net Positive Carbon 
obtained 

• Approval for building codes 
proxy (SANS 10400-XA) 
received 

Residential: Existing 
• Residential 

proxy 
• Strong potential proxy 

– GBCSA Net Zero / 
Net Positive Carbon 

• Approval for GBCSA  Net 
Zero & Net Positive 
obtained 

• Facilitated the EDGE for 
Existing Building proxy 
evaluation engagement – 
pursuing this is highly 
recommended 

 
• Path 2 – 

Significant 
Upgrade 

• Existing - Significant 
Upgrade 

• Evaluated alignment 
between TUHF retrofit and 
“Path 2 – Significant 
Upgrade” showing 
favourable alignment 
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4.1. ALL SEGMENTS - GBCSA NET ZERO & NET POSITIVE 

On 4 September 2019 approval was obtained from the CBI for the acceptance of GBCSA Net Zero and 

GBCSA Net Positive Carbon tool as approved eligibility standard for all segments in all centres of South 

Africa. The approval from the CBI qualifies approval to certifications utilising Pathways 1 & 2 for As-

Built (New Build) and Operational (Existing) only.  

Utilising this approved eligibility standard has the following benefits: 

• There is no bond term restriction 

• Can be used where no city baselines exist 

• Can be used for all commercial and residential segments 

• Using the approved Net Zero eligibility standard for new buildings will be in lieu of the pre-issuance 

requirements and thus avoiding costly verifications. However, post issuance requirements remain 

unchanged, these are not subject to as stringent annual verifications.  

South Africa's Green Building Council has developed a Net Zero (NZ) and Net Positive (NP) Carbon 

Certification scheme, which is part of the World GBC’s global project, Advancing Net Zero. Under this scheme, 

four pathways are considered, with Pathways 1 & 2 requiring onsite energy efficiency and renewable energy 

generation respectively or collectively to achieve the performance level. Pathways 3 & 4 entail off-site 

renewable energy generation and carbon offsetting, respectively. 

As per the CBI's "Low Carbon Buildings Criteria Background Paper", Net Zero is a pathway to inclusion in a 

green bond and is an approved ‘proxy’ / eligibility standard internationally. Internationally there are a variety 

of definitions and application details for “Net Zero” and as such there are differences between the CBI’s 

requirements and those of the GBCSA. Differences that have been noted and required clarification, are 

discussed below. All CBI text quoted from the "Low Carbon Buildings Criteria Background Paper" (CBI, p. 3). 

Italic text indicated text quoted, with bolded sections highlight items that required discussion with the CBI. 

Refer to “Appendix A – CBI Eligibility Standard - Net Zero/Net Positive Certification – South Africa” for the 

full details of the approved eligibility standard. 

NZ / NP is a building certification which confers automatic eligibility for CBI certification, thus fast tracking 

the certification process. It is similar to a proxy in fast tracking access to certification, but dissimilar in 

annual reporting requirements. 

It must be noted CBI is of the view that: 

1. Utilising any commercial proxy or approved eligibility standard (including proposed new ones such 

as Net Zero / Net Positive) does not negate the need to report the impact annually in accordance with 

the CBI Standard. 

2. For a Net Zero claim it is reasonable, feasible and therefore necessary to measure the performance of 

a project annually. 

3. The Net Zero approved eligibility standard is not the same as a proxy. Proxies are adopted in the low 

carbon buildings criteria only when there is no ability to set an eligibility target that can be measured 

in operation. This is mostly the case for housing, where display certificates or buildings codes are used 

as proxies because quantitative performance measures are simply not feasible. 
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4. Approved eligibility standards provide a certification fast track through aligned energy efficiency 

requirements, although ongoing reporting and verification requirements remain unchanged. Unlike 

proxies, no restriction on bond maturity applies. 

As such, utilising the Net Zero / Net Positive approved eligibility standard only simplifies the pre-issuance 

reporting requirements. 

 

Item A – Offsetting and grid feed in: 

CBI Certification requirement: 

“Be net zero carbon such that on-site energy use is equivalent to or less than the renewable energy generated 

on-site. The building can be connected and use the grid as long as on-site energy use is equivalent to or less 

than the renewable energy generated on-site.” 

Building must be net zero "according to Climate Bonds definition": 

“There are varying definitions of Zero Energy/Carbon Buildings. The definition that aligns with Climate Bonds’ 

is “Net Zero Energy Emissions”, where a building produces at least as much emissions-free renewable 

energy as it uses from emissions-producing energy sources.” 

“Any renewable energy generated that is not used on-site must be exported to the grid or stored. Any 

renewable energy certificates related to renewable energy generated on-site must be retired and must not 

be sold to other parties.” 

Offsite generation: 

According to feedback from CBI, there is definition concerns as to what is allowed under off-site generation. 

CBI needs to resolve this first, before Pathway 3 of the GBCSA Net Zero tool could be submitted for inclusion 

in the proxy.  

Offsetting: 

The feedback received from CBI further clarified that carbon offsets are not allowed under the CBI standard, 

thus excluding Pathway 4 of the GBCSA Net Zero tool.  

Export to the grid: 

GBCSA Net Zero (NZ) does not require that energy be exported to the grid and in some municipalities, there 

are still legal obstacles to exporting to the grid. The certification scheme also allows for projects to be 

completely off-grid, and it is uncertain how this would be handled by the CBI. GBCSA NP requires that projects 

export excess energy to the grid, thus meeting CBI requirements. 

Since NZ / NP has now been approved by CBI as an eligibility standard, the authors recommend that the 

GBCSA engages with CBI to apply for Pathway 3 definitions to be clarified and then be included into the 

approved eligibility standard. 
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Item B – Operational control: 

As per CBI's requirements, onsite-consumption is limited to that under the operation control of the owner, 

thus base-building for offices and entire building for hotels. This matches the GBCSA's description, where 

Level 1 certification is limited to Base Build. They have a Level 2 certification too, that is Base Build + Occupant, 

exceeding the CBI's requirements. GBCSA Net Positive allows Level 2 only. 

 

Item C – Eligibility: 

Existing buildings: 

“The issuer will need to provide evidence that the building’s operational performance is net zero carbon. This 

may be done through third-party certifications such as the Living Building Challenge Petal Certification’s 

Energy Petal.” 

A limitation of this approved eligibility standard is that while it is sufficient for pre-issuance requirements, this 

only applies as long as the certification is maintained (annual commitments in the certification have to be 

maintained and re-certification is required every three years). Furthermore, post-issuance ongoing 

documentation is required for the life of the bond - this will require the building’s annual energy balance to 

be published and verified.  

New buildings: 

“For new buildings, the issuer will need to provide technical consultant reports, design documents or similar 

documentation to demonstrate that the building post-construction will deliver net zero carbon.” 

The documentation developed as part of a GBCSA Net Zero/Net Positive certification submission is deemed 

to satisfy the pre-issuance documentation requirements of the CBI. 

A limitation of this approved eligibility standard for new buildings is that while it is sufficient for pre-issuance 

requirements, post-issuance ongoing documentation is required for the life of the bond. The qualification 

into the CBI pool is for a building that will achieve net zero carbon in use. If the building is not completed at 

the time of issuance, the new build tool can be used to confirm to a verifier that the building is being 

developed to deliver the in-use commitment. 

 

Item D – Reporting:  

Ongoing reporting requirements: 

“Issuers will need to demonstrate evidence on an annual basis that the building continues to be net zero 

carbon.” 

The GBCSA does not require ongoing reporting, thus the portfolio would need to submit this as part of the 

bond requirements. This is similar in nature to the reporting requirements under the CBI’s “Low Carbon 

Trajectory” and “Significant Upgrade” certification pathways.  
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4.2. RESIDENTIAL – NEW BUILD AND REFURBISHMENTS 

The CBI approved route for a residential proxy (June 2019) is that of showing compliance to and the 

improvement over the National Building Regulations, a methodology that is common in other approved 

residential proxies internationally. Such international examples include the 2013 California Building Standards 

Code and the Dutch Building Decree 2012 ‘Bouwbesluit 2012’. 

SANS 10400-XA, as the part containing energy efficiency in buildings requirements, was promulgated in 2011. 

It has been in full effect since May 2012 and due for revision every 5 years (however it has not been revised 

yet). 

Once the standard is updated, the proxy would also have to be updated in a similar fashion to the original 

application. 

It is estimated that for the residential market, energy savings of 32% (larger home) to 58% (smaller, single-

family home) (Holm, et al., 2007) are brought about through the implementation of the implemented 

Regulations. Since adoption the market has grown about 0.93% per year (based on 2017 statistics and after 

the removal of government housing stock - RDP housing - which are not required to meet the provisions of 

the proposed proxy).  

It was approved that compliance with SANS 10400-XA (additional requirements on demonstrating 

water heating system compliance are recommended) or MUR tool or TUHF tool any time during the 

15 years post the Regulations adoption is accepted as a proxy for CBI compliance. Furthermore, through 

this, approval is granted to adopt the Green Building Council of South Africa’s (GBCSA) Green Star South 

Africa (GSSA) Multi Unit Residential (MUR) tool and TUHF’s internal green policy tool as it applies to new 

buildings and conversions, complying with and outperforming the standard, as proxies also. While 

certification using the MUR tool or the TUHF tool meets the CBI recommendations, there is no specific benefit 

towards CBI compliance since the proxy hinges on compliance with SANS 10400-XA. 

It should be noted that XA can be considered a relatively low green building hurdle by current standards, 

despite meeting CBI’s emissions distribution requirements. Rating with a ‘best practice’ tool like MURT or 

TUHF – which includes other dimensions e.g. water management - signals greater environmental impact to 

ESG-focused investors. 

Refer to “Appendix B - CBI Residential Proxy: Eligible Residential Building – South Africa” and “Appendix C - 

CBI Residential Proxy-SANS_10400XA_methodology” for the full details and justification of this proposed 

proxy. The latter document also formed the basis of the proxy application to CBI. 
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4.3. RESIDENTIAL – EXISTING 

The TUHF retrofit tool and assumptions report has been reviewed to establish alignment between the 

tool and the CBI’s “Path 2 – Significant Upgrade” requirements. It shows that there is favourable 

alignment between TUHF and CBI “Significant Upgrade” requirements, and as such projects that are deemed 

suitable for TUHF retrofit would likely meet the CBI certification requirements as well.  

As detailed in the section titled “Path 2 – Significant Upgrade – Residential”, a 30% improvement target is 

acceptable for bonds with a term of 5 years. This aligns favourably with the modelled savings for TUHF retrofit 

projects, which estimates an improvement of 34% on the “TUHF V1 Core / EDGE” approach when compared 

to the baseline (Sager, 2017), as per Figure 15 . 

  

Figure 15 - Estimated energy savings relative to baseline (Sager, 2017)

 

 

The CBI will accept proof of the required percentage carbon abatement relative to a business-as-usual 

baseline in the form of a contract specifying the percentage carbon abatement. Alternatively, the percentage 

carbon abatement must be quantifiable, for example through modelling. Ongoing reporting and verification 

are not required by the CBI for residential property assets (CBI, 2019).  
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4.4. COMMERCIAL – EXISTING 

The GBCSA Existing Building Performance (EBP) tool requires different compliance routes based on the 

building type or market segment. Each of these compliance paths has been evaluated in conjunction with the 

received data to provide a view on possible CBI proxy eligibility.   

 

Figure 16 - Summary of possible compliance paths based on building type (GBCSA, 2015) 

 

 

4.4.1. OFFICE SEGMENT – EBP COMPLIANCE PATH 1 

As the CBI can calculate baselines for offices and supermarkets in South Africa for many centres, buildings 

in these segments must use the CBI “Low Carbon Trajectory” or “Significant Upgrade” for CBI 

certification and new proxies are not possible in these segments. Buildings must meet the minimum 

performance target, which is described in section 2.1.1 and section 2.1.2. 

As the CBI South African baseline will likely only be produced in response to a bond certification application, 

there is not any clarity at this point regarding the exact minimum performance target that would need to be 

met. Given this limitation, the GBCSA’s Office Energy and Water Performance (EWP) tool’s (EBP Compliance 

Path 1) underlying data has been used to approximate a baseline and trajectory for the South African office 

sector. This underlying data was used for developing the tool originally and to date is still the data used to 

benchmark projects utilising the tool to obtain a score or rating. Estimated absolute energy intensity values 

and their equivalent EWP score have been calculated, which will assist in identifying projects or portfolios that 

are likely to meet the CBI Low Carbon Trajectory certification requirements.  

Based on the CBI’s methodology report on establishing baselines (CBI, 2016) and the GBCSA’s EWP data, the 

top 15% South African office buildings in 2010 had an energy intensity of 105 kWh/m2 per annum. This serves 

as the start (baseline) of the linear trajectory towards zero emissions in 2050. The required performance target 

that a project would need to meet year-on-year depends on the midpoint of a bond’s term, and is 

summarised in Figure 17 below. For example, a project that had a bond midpoint of 2030 would be required 

to demonstrate the ability to achieve and maintain energy consumption of no more than 53 kWh/m2 per 

annum for the duration of the bond.  
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Figure 17 - Calculated South African office energy performance trajectory, based on EWP data 

 

Based on the detail in the EWP methodology report (GBCSA, 2012) the targets have been related back to the 

EWP Energy Rating Results. In summary, it has shown that a project would require the following ratings to 

align with the CBI’s low carbon trajectory: 

 

Table 6: Bond midpoint relative to required ratings for CBI requirements alignment 

Bond mid-point Minimum required EWP Rating Points towards Green Star rating 

2010 to 2015 8 16-20 

2016 to 2032 9 20-24 

2033 to 2050 10 25 

 

 

Figure 18 - GBCSA Sample whole office building energy rating distribution. Adapted from (GBCSA, 2012) 
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Figure 19: GBCSA whole EBP certified office building EWP energy rating distribution. Adapted from 2019.06.26 
GBCSA data 

 

Required EWP ratings are rounded up to ensure that the CBI performance requirements are still being met, 

notwithstanding the range of actual values per rating band.  

 

4.4.2. NON-OFFICE AND -SUPERMARKET SEGMENT – EBP COMPLIANCE PATH 2 TO 4 

EBP tool energy data (ENE-1 credit) has been obtained for the total 12 certified non-office projects. These did 

not utilise the EWP tool for compliance (as this tool is only available for office typologies).  The projects are 

spread across the different market segments according to the table below. They consequently present small 

samples in each market and any conclusions drawn regarding possible CBI eligibility at a tool level are only 

tentative as a result. 

 

Table 7: Certified EBP projects per building type (April 2019 data, source: GBCSA) 

Building type # of certifications 

Hotel 2 

Retail 5 

Light industry 1 

Mixed use space (market and collaborative workspace) 1 

Conference centre 2 

Car dealership 1 

 

The GBCSA’s EBP Compliance Path 3 method (Historical Data), which is based on historical building baseline 

data, provides the best alignment to the GBCSA’s non-office EBP compliance paths and the CBI’s certification 

requirements. Specifically, it meets the requirements of the CBI “Path 2 – Significant Upgrade”, which would 

require a percentage carbon abatement relative to a building’s business-as-usual baseline of between 30% 

and 50% (depending on desired bond term). A project that achieves 11 points or higher on the GBCSA’s Path 

3 is likely meet the CBI certification requirements as well. 
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Figure 20 - GBCSA EBP Tool points allocation based on % improvement (GBCSA, 2014) 

 

 

GBCSA’s EBP Compliance Path 2 (Comparable Buildings) requires an energy consumption baseline derived 

from the historical data of at least two other comparable buildings in the same climatic zone. Given the small 

number of non-office buildings that have pursued EBP certification (see Table 7), there is currently insufficient 

data to establish a CBI proxy. In future, a sufficiently large and representative database of certified and 

comparable buildings could serve as  the local market emissions performance data required for benchmarking 

by a new proxy (see section 2.1.3). This could be supported by the upcoming implementation of Energy 

Performance Certificates (EPC’s) in South Africa. EPC’s could provide the basis for CBI proxy designation, 

following international practice.  

The current EPC draft legislation requires that EPC be mandatory for the building that meets all of the 

following three criteria:  

• occupancy types as per Figure 21 below,  

• buildings that have been in operation for more than 2 years, and  

• with total net floor area of over 2 000 m2 for government buildings and 1 000 m2 for public offices. 
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Figure 21 - Building occupancy types that will require EPC's, extracted from SANS 10400-XA 

 

 

GBCSA’s Compliance Path 4 (Industry Benchmarks) allows benchmarking against industry benchmarks 

considered suitable by the GBCSA. Approved benchmarks include: 

• SANS 10400-XA 'Maximum Annual Consumption' Benchmarks - excluding offices 

This benchmark comprises a set of targets per building typology per climate zone that greenfield 

buildings have to meet. Accordingly, it does not incorporate a database and therefore cannot be used 

to create CBI compliant baselines across South Africa. 

• Investment Property Databank (IPD) South Africa Energy Efficiency Benchmarks 

This is a fledgling database limited to certain regions, typologies and building owner categories and 

as such is not representative of the data required to create CBI compliant baselines across South 

Africa. There is potential that this benchmark could be used to establish CBI compliant baselines for 

selected regions or typologies in future; more investigation into this is recommended. 

• Energy Star Portfolio Manager Benchmarks from appropriate climate zones 

The data contained within this benchmark is mostly US and international based, with the number of 

data points for South Africa being limited. This too is an unsuitable source for development of CBI 

compliant baselines across South Africa. 

 

5. ALIGNING AFRICAN RATING SYSTEMS WITH CBI REQUIREMENTS  

The tools and certification used in other African countries are very similar to those used in South Africa. 

Usually GBCSA makes the Green Star suite of tools available and EDGE as well as LEED are available for 

certification also. As such the applicable routes for CBI approval that can be followed are very similar or 

identical in some cases.  

Options exist for the development of new proxies in local markets; the CBI document “Methodology for 

Establishing Proxies.pdf” (CBI, 2016) is to be followed in this regard. 

Commercial: 

The following flow diagram (Figure 22) highlights the paths to be taken to attain CBI approval for commercial 

building typologies. Refer to sections 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 for detail of the commercial Paths. 
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Figure 22: Commercial CBI compliance paths 

 

Residential: 

The flow diagram below (Figure 23) highlights the potential paths to be taken to attain CBI approval for 

residential building typologies. Refer to sections  0 and 2.2.2 for details of the residential Paths. 

For the residential sector, other countries can pursue the application for recognition of new proxies such as 

EPCs or their own eligible residential energy efficiency building codes similar to SANS 10400-XA. The 

Methodology described in “Appendix C - CBI Residential Proxy-SANS_10400XA_methodology” can be 

followed in this regard.  

 

Figure 23: Residential CBI compliance paths. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

The following key findings and available certification options have been developed and uncovered: 

• Office and Supermarkets must follow CBI’s Low Carbon Trajectory or Significant Upgrade pathways, 

unless a Net Zero Carbon approved eligibility standard is used. This is due to the ability of the CBI to 

create local market carbon emission baselines for these sectors in the major cities (refer to Figure 5 

for a map of these centres) in South Africa.  

• Other commercial segments can either follow the Significant Upgrade pathway or use an existing 

proxy or approved eligibility standard for New Builds, such as EDGE, LEED or Net Zero.  

• On 4 September 2019 approval was obtained from the CBI for the acceptance of GBCSA Net Zero 

and GBCSA Net Positive Carbon tool as approved eligibility standard for all segments in all 

centres of South Africa. The approval from the CBI qualifies approval to certifications utilising 

Pathways 1 & 2 for As-Built (New Build) and Operational (Existing) only. 

• For all typologies certifiable with GBCSA Existing Building Performance tool, the alignment between 

the tools’ requirements and the CBI’s Low Carbon Trajectory or Significant Upgrade pathways 

requirements have been assessed. Based on this, guidance has been developed to assist in identifying 

certified projects that would likely meet the CBI certification requirements. 

• New built or refurbished residential can utilise a newly requested and subsequently CBI approved 

proxy, which is based on showing compliance with and the improvement of the national building 

regulation - SANS 10400-XA. Additionally, projects can utilise the existing proxies (EDGE and LEED). 

• Existing residential can either follow the Significant Upgrade pathway or use an existing or new proxy 

or approved eligibility standard, such as Net Zero. Alignment between the EBP tool and TUHF retrofit 

tool and Significant Upgrade pathway requirements has been assessed, identifying projects or 

required rating achievements that would likely meet the CBI certification requirements. 

• Engagement regarding the potential acceptance of EDGE for Existing Buildings certification as a 

Proxy for CBI compliance is under way for all relevant typologies. 

 

The impact of the technical workstream has resulted in the following (Table 8) South African building stock 

being eligible for CBI certifications to date:  

 

Table 8: SA building stock eligible for CBI approval. 

Segment Rating tool & required rating Registered Certified 
38approx. 

GFA 

Commercial 

New/existing 
Net Zero Carbon, Pathways 1&2 only 2 4 25 337 m

2
 

Commercial New LEED Gold/Platinum + 30% ASHRAE 90.1 Indeterminate 4 44 000 m
2
 

Commercial New & 

Existing 
EDGE certification 2 0 26 700 m

2
 

Commercial Existing EWP >= 8 energy Indeterminate 8 81 743 m
2
 

Commercial Existing 
EBP >= 16 points under ENE-1 credit 

(using Compliance Path 1) 
Indeterminate 41 322 708 m

2
 

Commercial Existing 
EBP >= 11 points under ENE-1 credit 

(using Compliance Path 3) 
Indeterminate 0 0 m

2
 

Residential New Net Zero Carbon, Pathways 1&2 only 0 1  
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Residential New / 

Refurb 
Residential: SANS 10400-XA 

± 50,000 per 

annum 

± 230,042 – 296,434 

(~6.4% of market) 
 

Residential Existing TUHF 3 0  

Residential New & 

Existing 
EDGE 3,542 8,683 

 

 

The approved residential proxy, energy efficiency building regulation SANS10400 XA, will create fast-track 

access for all housing compliant with this regulation (i.e. compliant stock delivered since May 2012 plus major 

refurbishments in addition to future compliant stock until end 2026). This currently constitutes approximately 

6.4% of the total SA stock and could grow up to no more than 15%. Automatic eligibility for CBI certification 

(without operational data reporting and verification) applies as follows:  

• Owners of GBCSA Green Star Multi Unit Residential certified developments (in addition to GBCSA 

rated EDGE for Homes developments); 

• Owners of TUHF Green Tool (New Build) developments; 

• Retail property mortgage holders including banks and SA Home Loans (eThekwini securitisations); 

• Commercial property mortgage holders including banks and TUHF. 

  

Predicting outlook based on very new rating systems is impossible but building design trends, regulation 

development, government support, market demands, and consumer expectations seem to indicate that 

uptake in potentially CBI compliant buildings is growing. This is especially likely for high 

performing/refurbished existing (potentially EWP or EBP certified) properties and less so ultra-ambitious 

commercial properties aiming to differentiate themselves with a Net Zero certification. 
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APPENDIX A – CBI ELIGIBILITY STANDARD - NET ZERO/NET POSITIVE CERTIFICATION – 

SOUTH AFRICA 
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APPENDIX B - CBI RESIDENTIAL PROXY: ELIGIBLE RESIDENTIAL BUILDING – SOUTH 

AFRICA 
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APPENDIX C - CBI RESIDENTIAL PROXY-SANS_10400XA_METHODOLOGY 


